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Introduction

Across individuals, communities, and ecosystems, unequal ways of living mean different expe-

riences and expressions of wellbeing and distress. What would it mean for Global Mental

Health (GMH) to start with these disparities in lived-experience, radically, rather than take

them as stumbling blocks to unite under a broad GMH umbrella? This question builds on a

tradition of critically appraising the GMH field (see e.g. [1]), seeking a re-shaping of GMH

around a shared vision deeply rooted in relationality, equity, and care.

Interdisciplinary conversations

To illustrate our conversations, we present a thought experiment drawn from our work which

foregrounds how an interdisciplinary position leads to divergent responses to experiences of

wellbeing or distress than from disciplinary silos:

An older woman from a marginalized community discriminated against by the majority eth-
nic group starts hearing voices. Her family are experiencing poverty and housing insecurity,
partly driven by costs relating to her sons’ marriages. The older womans’ experiences of hear-
ing voices leads to behaviours including running away and shouting at others. Her experiences
and behaviours lead to conflict within the family over how to respond. (adapted with permis-
sion from [2])

Readers of different disciplinary orientations will view this case differently. A Psychiatrist

may prioritise the hearing of voices, interpreting this via a biomedical diagnostic frame to rec-

ommend anti-psychotic medication. A Clinical Psychologist may formulate the interplay of

the presenting problem, predisposing factors, and current context with an evidence-based psy-

chological intervention. A Cultural Psychiatrist may unpack the presenting symptomatology

in terms of culturally specific idioms. Or a Sociologist may seek to understand the wellbeing

impacts of structural and social injustices, interpreting these through axes of gender, identity,

and cultural norms to view the hearing of voices as an expression of distress or resistance.

Surfacing the ways that our disciplinary lenses direct our attention enables exploring the

intersections and tensions in how we view, interpret, and respond to experiences of distress.

We open-up the diverse, and at times conflicting, normative ends of disciplinary and profes-

sional engagements with complex social lives that are mindful of the contributions, and
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responsibilities, we hold in promoting a given response. Ultimately, we embrace an expansive

and ontologically, epistemologically, and ethically aware interdisciplinary approach in pursuit

of global solidarities, social and environmental justice, and the common good [3].

Valuing the diversity of knowledge

Starting with disparities problematises the structural conditions of GMH knowledge produc-

tion initiated by primarily Global North-set research priorities shaped by clinical orientations

towards mental health [4]. Funding allocation is accompanied by due diligence that entrenches

power hegemonies, as Global North researchers hold senior positions whilst Global South

researchers occupy co-investigator or precarious fieldworker roles, despite frequently being

responsible for day-to-day research labour in which intense ethical issues arise [5]. Global

North/South inequities act to reproduce structural inequalities, shaping access to academic

resources [6] compounded by the hegemony of English [7]. This systematic exclusion of

diverse ontologies, epistemologies, and their (written) expression, limits the normative hori-

zon for what mental health care might entail (see e.g. [8]). Embracing a commitment to con-

textualising knowledges, we also critically interrogate whether the notion of culture necessarily

offers an adequate response to capturing the diversity of experiences of distress and wellbeing.

In saying this, we acknowledge the importance of a sensibility to the institutionalised cultures

of knowledge production which systematically include some voices whilst excluding others.

This structural context has concrete implications: as educators we benefit from student

diversity which enriches debate, revisiting tensions around what is recognised and revered as

knowledge, the theories and methods underpinning its production; alongside the glocal crea-

tion of so-called evidence-based practice, treatment, and care. Students from majority coun-

tries may struggle to see their indigenous experiences reflected, leaving them feeling

unrepresented and marginalised. Approaching this requires acknowledging structural inequal-

ities, whilst not inadvertently reproducing these by reverting to English-language resources

due to their availability (thus implying authority).

Globalised and diverse learning spaces offer important sites for problematising the GMH

field, and for valuing the diversity of worldviews and forms of knowledge. What does a truly

global and interdisciplinary GMH curriculum inclusive of experiences of mental health and

wellbeing and its ways of knowing, expressing, and being entail? How can GMH research,

practice, and teaching value reciprocal care and solidarities with globalised others [9]?

Valuing the local and the social: The idea of lived-experience

In foregrounding lived experience, we recognise the ethical tensions embedded within this dis-

course, and its translation into practice (see e.g. [10]). In our conceptualisation, taking the

local and the social seriously requires “ontological dignity” [11], allowing lived-experiences

space to breathe and be heard, rather than being overdetermined via pre-defined categories of

biomedical or social organisation [12]. What impact would it have on our research, practice,

and teaching to meaningfully and purposefully attend to lives lived in diverse geographical, lin-

guistic, social, and relational contexts? These are the constitutive environments in which well-

being, emotional expression, idioms of distress, and health behaviours are enacted on a day-

to-day basis; and into which (global) mental health interventions are implemented. Our posi-

tioning values integrating different forms of evidence about how and why certain practices can

impact on mental health and wellbeing in varied and complex ways, attending to practice-

based evidence [13] that critically interrogates complexity.

Meaningfully calibrating how diverse experiences of mental wellbeing and distress can be

understood requires us to reconfigure our current systems of thinking and knowing. The
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temptation is to suggest a better approach which avoids the pitfalls we have recognised, yet

that will not facilitate re-shaping the GMH field. Instead, we support engagement with the

complexity of mental health as relationally and socially situated. Working with(in) complexity

prioritises core principles [14]: firstly, centring lived experience as expertise. From this posi-

tion, researchers must retain humility towards their position, being prepared to embrace a

facilitator role focussed on best serving the group and challenging power relations to produce

equitable knowledge structures. Alongside this the research is consciously embraces being

non-directive and does not have a preconceived idea of the endpoint, to being attuned to the

processes through which knowledge(s) emerge(s). This encourages the researcher to sit with

the complexities, and discomforts, that arise in a reconceptualization of how we define,

approach, and conduct research.

We reflect on GMH calls to implement and scale-up based on existing, partial, understand-

ings of mental health. We propose embracing the ‘slow research movement’ which entails:

“. . .working with an ethic or set of values and strategies that valorise different things from the

emergent norms” [15, p.180]. We call for stepping back from and interrogating evidence-

based medicine hierarchies and the processes and products that this generates, to instead

pause and “think openly and conversationally” [15, p.179] about which approaches best serve

the goals of ethically-oriented, situational, and relational GMH research and practice.

Grounded in these reflections, we advocate for a GMH field founded on principles of

equity, relationality, and care; one that shifts knowledge production and power across disci-

plinary silos, legacies of academic (and clinical) power, and that fully engages with the rich

complexity of lived experience. Working in this way necessarily problematizes whether the

current epistemic and structural foundations of GMH can achieve the intended normative

ends of mental health equity. We propose that to achieve this, there is a need to critically hold

multiple concurrent sources of disciplinary evidence and to integrate the plurality of forms of

data and lived experience that are reflective of the complexity inherent to unequal lives lived.
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